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SB 20- Premium HT Speaker Mounts/Brackets 

The SB 20 Mounts (Also known as the OmniMounts® ) are premium mounts offering a higher degree of flexibility ,durability 

and mounting options for almost any kind of speaker. The black speaker mounts are designed to fit office, home, theater 

satellite speakers with one threaded mounting hole, two threaded mounting holes or keyhole mounting systems. The mounts 

provide outstanding performance for most mini, satellite and bookshelf style speakers weighing less than 10 pounds.. It 

provides simple tilt, pivot and rotation adjustments as well as a unique combination of simplicity and security. 

 Each bracket can be adjusted for tilt and swivel so you can point each speaker to the proper angle for the optimum audio 

experience. These are made from durable injection moulded fiber resin reinforced polymers and are virtually unbreakable. 

Tilt/pan is offered upto 180° each. They come with various adapters and extension arms that allow you to precisely load any 

speaker in more than a single way. Extension arms work well for many speakers that require to be mounted at a distance from 

the rear wall so that there is no bass boom or undue reflections. In addition to the above these are ceiling mountable as 

well.Adpaters are included that allow you to either screw on speakers to the mount or use keyhole mounting. 

Following brands are supported 

Bose, Denon, Infinity, Insignia, Kenwood, LG, JVC, Onkyo, Panasonic, Philips, Pioneer, Samsung, Sony, Yamaha, Zenith and 

more 

 
Product features: 
 

 Heavy duty, support up to 5 pounds suitable for all weather use 
 Suitable for CEILING as well as WALL mount 
 Multiple pivot points with 360° rotate, 180° tilt and pan for perfect directional aiming 
 Includes two extensions that create three different lengths 
 Made of durable, weather resistant, injection molded fiber resin reinforced polymer 
 4 mounting types: 

          Single Hole/Single Screw Mounting 
          Keyhole Mounting 
          2 Hole Mounting 
          4 Hole Mounting 

 

Product Specifiactions 

 Model code : SB20 
 Total product length (wall mount applications): 3.25 inch 
 Total product length (ceiling mount applications): 5.5 inch 
 Color : Black 
 Included in Pack : 2 sets of mounts with Adapters,extension arms,allen key,fastners and guide 

 
Manual: http://www.omnimount.com/products/speaker_mounts_and_stands/speaker_mounts/audiobasics_series/ab2/ 

Manufacturer/distributer website: www.soundfoundations.in 

http://www.omnimount.com/products/speaker_mounts_and_stands/speaker_mounts/audiobasics_series/ab2/


 

Infinity Reference Bookshelf Wall Mounts 

 

 

              

      

 

One of our most eagerly awaited and requested in house productions. 

The Soundfoundations Infinity speaker mount exemplifies how a true reference monitor wall mount must be 

designed and executed.  

We pulled out all the stops while designing this mount and we can proudly state that one will rarely find a speaker 

mount better than this.One of the few mounts internationally available that allow you to load your standmounts 

without having to drill holes into your precious speaker or permanently screwing them onto a hideous rotating 

plate (in effect, damaging your speaker back )  

Being the only mount in the world (as far as we know) that is made from FORGED aluminium (as opposed to 

castings and welded fabrications) it offers movement about all 3 axis of rotation. In addition to the above, the 

extension arm itself also swivels for proper toe in. The arm allows a regular 12 inch deep speaker to be mounted 

leaving 4 inches from the rear wall, thus being useful for even rear ported applications. 



With a load bearing capacity upto 50kgs! and accommodating bookshelves upto 28 inches deep, this mount truly 

has no competition. The infinity is highly recommended for studio applications for higher end monitors where 

accurate positioning is required coupled with supreme support. Home users who do not have the space for a stand 

may very well have this as an ideal alternative. 

 

 Suitable for all standmounts  

 Heavy Forged aluminium construction with multiple isoaltion 

 Weight bearing Cap 50kgs/speaker 

 Rotations about all axis for precise positioning and toe in 

 Long Swivel able arm makes it suitable for even rear ported applications  



 

ST 40 Satellite/Home theatre Speaker Stands 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

ST 40 Satellite/Home theatre Speaker Stands 

 

A set of 2 black steel constructed height adjustable speakers stands, ideal for home cinema surround satellite speakers, they 
each have cable management to help hide your wires! With a height that is adjustable from 68 to 110cm you are set to get the 
best audio range from your speaker set up! 
Recommended use: 

 Suitable for mounting satellite speaker sounds 
 Surround Sound Home cinema set ups 

Set Includes: 
 2 x Pair Satellite Speaker Stands Surround Sound Home Cinema - Black 

 
 
 
 
Product Features: 

 Suitable for the vast majority of surround speakers 
 Easy to assemble 
 Concealed cable management 
 Decorative matte black appearance 
 Adjustable height: 68 - 110 cm 
 Sturdy all-metal design with weighted base 
 M4,M5 screw mounting or keyhole mounting attachments with manual included 

 
Product Specifications 
 

 Footprint: 19 x 19 cm 
 Adjustable height: 71 - 106 cm 
 Weight per stand: approx 3kg 
 Instruction Manual included 

 

Bose® Acoustimass® SeriesBose® Cinemate® SeriesBose® Lifestyle® SeriesBose®: Other Bose® Cube, Double Cube, and Jewel Cube 

SpeakersDenon®Infinity®Insignia®JVC®Kenwood®LG®Onkyo®Panasonic®Philips®Pioneer®Samsung®Sony®Yamaha®Zenith® 

 

Manufacturer/distributer website : www.soundfoundations.in  

 

http://www.soundfoundations.in/

